A resource for
tomorrow’s
leaders, today

ManagerSuite
Created For:
Senior and middle managers
Emerging leaders
Business line supervisors
High potential employees
Principal consultants
Recent MBA hires
Management fellows
Anyone supporting management
initiatives

Equip your management team with the tools needed to excel
Companies that experience enduring success understand the importance of nurturing and cultivating their middle management team and high potentials — because
they are the future of the company. Developing a strong base of talent internally is a
sound decision both financially and strategically. But these professionals need to be
empowered with the proper tools as they are tasked with staying current on many
business issues while developing their management and leadership skills.
ManagerSuite™ from Books24x7® supports the critical needs of this management
population as they focus on the strategic goals of the organization, as well as, their
professional growth.

What is ManagerSuite?
ManagerSuite is an integrated offering of three different collections from
Books24x7 that is geared towards the needs of supervisors, team leaders, managers,
directors, high potential employees and fast trackers who are managing tactical
projects, leading teams, mentoring subordinates, and driving measurable results.
With highly trusted content authored by renowned authors, respected business
gurus, top industry executives and notable consultants, the Books24x7 On
Demand Platform supports a busy professional’s preferred method for consuming
information by providing the content on-line, in downloadable text format, and
MP3 audio — all easily accessible from a PC or mobile device. ManagerSuite is the
tool for the leaders of tomorrow.

Support Critical Initiatives
ExecSummaries

BusinessPro

Quick insight into the thinking and best practices of today’s
thought leaders.
ExecSummaries™ provides summaries of leading business
books from today’s foremost business authors. ExecSummaries
expertly encapsulates the salient points and ideas of fulllength books into digestible summarizations while distilling
the essence of the author’s work, style and spirit. Designed
for ease-of-use with short passages, bulleted lists and recommended readings, these thorough — yet concise — high-level overviews enable professionals to quickly grasp concepts
to immediately incorporate the best thinking and practices
into their own initiatives.

Accelerate the acquisition of business knowledge and
inspire professional development.
BusinessPro™ is an essential tool for every corporate professional. This collection provides management professionals
access to a large variety of business topics to increase
business acumen, sharpen management skills and hone
professional development. With more in depth coverage on
business topics then any other resource, readers can instantly
access the content they need in its full original context.
Contributing publishers include AMACOM, John Wiley &
Sons, McGraw-Hill, Berrett-Koehler, Harvard Business
School Press, Jossey-Bass, MIT Press, Oxford University
Press, and many other prominent business publishers.

ExecBlueprints
Need-to-read best practices providing insight and guidance on pressing strategic issues.
ExecBlueprints™ offers best practices insight on strategic
business issues authored by leading industry executives who
are regarded as demonstrated leaders in their field. Each
article addresses a particular topic and includes three to five
authors, thus providing diverse viewpoints. The ExecBlueprints
articles are concise, actionable, and provide unique industry
perspectives from a diverse author base that includes
executives from Fortune 1000 companies, expert consultants, lawyers, and senior leaders from top global companies.
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